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Abstract
This presentation will show usefulness of Jordan algebra in estimation and
testing hypotheses in linear mixed models. In fact, the good properties of
estimators and tests, will be explain in terms of Jordan algebras. The linear
models and its inference will be explain in coordinate free approach. Namely,
existence of BLUE for parametric estimable functions will be given in explicit
form, and the test statistic for testing hypotheses about single parameter will
be function of unbiased estimators. In the case when BLUE and BQUE exist
for all parameters of ﬁxed eﬀects and covariance matrix, respectively, under
additional assumption of normality, the estimators are BUE, because they are
functions of complete suﬃcient statistics. Moreover, the distribution function
of test statistics will be given. This idea can be applied for multivariate linear
models, which will be presented in lecture given by Koziol.
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